
CHAPTER 5
Expressing Southern Brazilian Identity

Throughout Chapter 5, the author describes several styles and genres of Brazilian music. As students read
this chapter, have them to create a reference guide for these styles. Handout 5.1 in the Supplementary
Materials section may be used for this assignment. The sample guide below contains examples of
information students may glean from the text and enter into the Style/Genre Reference Guide.

Handout 5.1
Chapter 5 Style/Genre Reference Chart

Origins Purpose
/Function

Description/Characteristics

Música
caipira

Southern
Brazilian small
towns and
neighborhoods
in larger cities
with large
numbers of
rural
immigrants

Music for Christmas
season reenactments
of the journey of the
Three Kings and
secular events called
Catira

Music for processionals includes four-line
verses in two-part vocal harmony to the
accompaniment of the instruments that the Magi
themselves are said to have played: viola, guitar
with five double-coursed strings tuned to a triad;
caixa, snare drum; and pandeiro. Music for
secular dance events, vocal duos, accompanied
by viola and violão, sings long narrative songs
called modas-de-viola that are punctuated by
rhythmic instrumental interludes.  

Música
sertaneja

Southern
Brazil

Outgrowth of Música
caipira modernizing
musical style, yet
retaining essential
values. 

Vocal duo sings songs full of romantic longing
and nostalgia for rural ways, backed by guitars,
bass, keyboards, drums, and sometimes by
rabeca, accordion, steel guitar, and strings. The
style of this music would strike a North
American listener as almost identical to U.S.
country music if not for the lyrics in Portuguese

Música
gaúcha

Far southern
states of Brazil,
especially Rio
Grande do Sul

Sustain gaúcho
traditions—
performed in festivals
and social clubs, and
song competitions

Lyrics celebrate gaúcho culture: performers
often appear in stylized gaúcho clothing. Songs
styles grew from 19th century salon dances
including polkas, waltzes, and mazurkas. In  Rio
Grande do Sul, música gaúcha emphasizes solo
song with European-style voice quality and
vibrato.

Map Skills

AA

Using a detailed map of Brazil, locate the following states referred to in Chapter 5:

São Paulo, Minas Gerais, Goiás, and Rio Grande do Sul

Música caipira

AA

Música caipira is part of a rural way of life that owes much to the customs of the Portuguese settlers of
Brazil and their descendants. Caipira technically refers to an inhabitant of the interior of São Paulo state
and, by extension, to rural residents of South-Central Brazil. The term also connotes cultural blending
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between Brazilians of Portuguese and Amerindian heritage, and, in some usages, has the pejorative sense of
“hillbilly.” (Pages 110-115)

1. What are the distinguishing characteristics of música caipira?
2. Briefly describe the procession of Folias de Reis (Companies of Kings) as they celebrate

Three Kings’ Day (Epiphany).
3. Compare the toadas performed as part of sacred música caipira with the modas-de-viola

performed as part of secular música caipira.

Handout 5.2 

Comparison of Toadas and Modoas-de-viola
Toadas Vocal harmony, song texts in

four-line stanzas, I-IV-V7
harmony, and accompaniment by
viola, pandeiro, and caixa. In the
Minas Gerais style of toada, a
“little yell” on the syllable “ai” is
added to the end of the stanza

Modas-de-viola Long narrative songs on themes
of struggle, passion, life and
death, daily life, or fantastic
events performed by two
vocalists standing at the head of
two dancers. During the singing,
the dancers keep still or add vocal
responses. Between stanzas the
violeiros play syncopated
strumming patterns that are
matched by the dancers’
handclapping and foot-stamping.

4. List some of the musics from other parts of Brazil and other countries incorporated into
        today’s caipira music.

The Viola Caipira

AA (1-3, 5) S, C/U (4)

The instrument most closely associated with música caipira is the viola caipira, a steel-string guitar with
five pairs of strings. In the early 20th century violas began to be mass-produced, including the viola with a
metal resonator that is the favorite instrument of Northeastern players, who also use wooden instruments
like those of Southern Brazil. (Pages 115-117)

1. What other names are given to guitar family instruments in Brazil?
2. Describe the number of strings, string arrangement, and a common tuning for the Viola

Caipira. (Note photo of Roberto Corrêa playing viola in Figure 5.1 on page 116.)
3. If a twelve string guitar is available, demonstrate tunings and techniques and allow select

students to explore these sounds and techniques.
4. Traditional violeiros believe that the ability to play the viola is either a divine gift, or

something that a player must acquire by means of a pacto-com-o-outro-lado (a pact with the
other side, or the Devil). Similar legends are told about musicians from other cultures around
the world. Identify several such legends and discuss individuals from the cultures said to have
made such pacts to gain extraordinary musical skills. Examples include blues guitarist Robert
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Johnson (see www.stormloader.com/users/crossroads or
www.deltahaze.com/johnson/legend.html for information) and 19th century violin virtuoso
Nicolo Pagannini  (see www.pagannini.com/nicolo/nicindex.htm).

5. Briefly discuss the career of Roberto Corrêa, the best known- artist on the viola caipira. How
does his career compare to US virtuoso guitarists and popular musicians?

Listening to “Queluzindo” (CD Track 15)

AA

1. Listen to “Queluzindo” identifying major musical events (themes, specific techniques,
        repetitions, etc.)
2. Using the “Queluzindo” Listening Guide (Below and as Handout 5.3 in the
        Supplementary Materials section of this manual) to write descriptions of each event.

a. In particular, listen to the various themes and not to what extent they are repetitions
of earlier themes, variations on earlier themes, or entirely new themes.

b. Describe each theme in terms of rhythms, patterns, playing techniques.

A sample listening guide is given below with some examples of what response may include.
Remember, these examples are not detailed descriptions and students should be encouraged to include
substantially more information.

HANDOUT 5.3
“Queluzindo” Listening Guide

Timing Event Description
0:00 Theme A

0:27 Fingers on wood

0:39 Pause

0:41 Theme B

1:00 Repeat

1:23 Theme ?

2:00 Pause

2:02 Theme ?

2:31 Pause

2:32 Theme ?

3:15 Final chord
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Música sertaneja: Brazilian “Country music”

AA

Música Sertaneja, a commercial popular music that developed from música caipira, retains the key caipira
elements of vocal duos and accompaniment by string instruments, and modernizes them with a fuller
ensemble sound often modeled on U.S. country music, more standard Portuguese pronunciation, and lyrics
that articulate the values of rural dwellers and their descendants who have migrated to large cities. (Pages
117-121)

1. To which social classes does Música sertaneja typically appeal?
2. Briefly describe the acoustic  sertaneja sound. Include vocal styles, diction, instrumentation,

etc.
3. Briefly describe the “modernized” sound of sertaneja as developed in the 1960s and compare

it to the earlier acoustic style.
4. Briefly describe today’s Música Sertaneja and compare to earlier styles.
5.     Create a chart organizing the answers to 2, 3, and 4 above.

HANDOUT 5.4
Música Sertaneja Style Comparison Chart

Sub-style Description/Characteristics
Acoustic sertaneja Melody was typically a vocal duet sung in thirds and sixths, with

strummed guitar accompaniment and instrumental counterlines on a
second guitar or accordion. The vocal style retained the nasal sound
and rural diction of caipira style.

“Modernized”
sertaneja

Lyrics became more nostalgic for rural life. The modernization
includes singing with more standard Portuguese pronunciation,
fuller ensemble accompaniments, and the incorporation of solo
vocal sections in the arrangements. The vocal duet was still a
central element of the style, solo vocal sections frequently included.

Today’s Sertaneja Preserves the traditional characteristics of singing in thirds,
accompaniment by viola or acoustic guitar, songs in verse-chorus
form, and song lyrics that evoke rural life and values or deal with
love in sentimental terms. Production  style similar to that of
Country & Western music produced in Nashville.

Música Gaúcha

AA

The far southern region of Brazil, especially the state of Rio Grande do Sul,  has been shaped by
cattle-raising and the values of its central figure, the gaúcho (cowboy). The gaúcho image connotes
masculine independence. This is reflected in the musical style of música gaúcha, which refers to the music
of far southern Brazil in general. (Pages 121-130)

1.     How did the stereotype of the gaúcho as an individualist influence the choice of vocal
        performance in of música gaúcha?
2. When did gaúcho lifestyle become an important symbol of nostalgia in Brazil?
3. Briefly describe the evolution of the social clubs created to sustain gaúcho culture and the

Gaúcho Traditionalist Movement.
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4. Describe the traditional clothing worn by participants in gaúcho festivals and explain its
origins.

5. What are some of the activities that take place at gaúcho festivals?

Traditionalist música gaúcha  (Pages 123-125)

AA

Traditionalist composers, who celebrated the rural values of the region, and progressives, who incorporated
urban musical references in their songs tended to come from the pampa region, near Brazil’s borders with
Argentina and Uruguay, and their songs emphasize the natural beauty of the region and the values of rural
life

1. List the genres of 19th century salon dances used by traditionalists.
2. What song is considered by many as best representing gaúcho soul? How do audiences

generally respond when it is performed?
3. From which salon dance style did the rancheira evolve?

Listening to “Céu, Sol, Sul, Terra e Cor” (CD Track 16)

AA

The composer of “Céu, Sol, Sul, Terra e Cor,” Leonardo (Jader Moreci Teixeira) (Fig. 5.5), was born in
Bagé, Rio Grande do Sul, a small city near the border with Uruguay. (Figure 5.4) His musical career has
lasted forty years, with 800 recordings of his songs by himself and others, by his own estimation, and forty-
one records. He has won competitions of numerous song festivals and currently has a weekly program on
Rádio Guaíba in Porto Alegre, the state capital. This song is typical of the sentimental songs praising one’s
homeland. U.S. country and western singers frequently record similar songs including “A Girl Called
Texas” (John Arthur Martinez’s album A Lone Starry Night), “Blue Moon of Kentucky” Originally
recorded by Bill Monroe, but on many albums by many artists), and “Beautiful Texas” (on Willie Nelson’s
album The Eyes of Texas.)

1. Before listening to “Céu, Sol, Sul, Terra e Cor,” review the lyrics provided on page XX of 
        Music in Brazil and Overhead 5.1 in the Supplementary Materials section of this manual.
2. Using the digital counter on your listening device, identify when musical events occur in
        “Céu, Sol, Sul, Terra e Cor.”
3.     For each event, describe what occurs musically including instrumentation, tempos, variations

               on the transcribed melody, and any other factor distinguishing one repetition of the section 
               from another.
A sample listening guide is given below with some examples of what response may include.
Remember, these examples are not detailed descriptions and students should be encouraged to include
substantially more information.
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HANDOUT 5.5
“Céu, Sol, Sul, Terra e Cor” Listening Guide

Timing Event Description
0:00 Introduction Triple meter, viola, bass, percussion

0:17 Verse Solo male voice

0:46 Male and female voices-- 3rd/6ths

0:55 Verse Solo male voice

1:09 Male and female voices—3rds/6ths

1:34 Verse Solo male voice

2:02 Male and female voices—3rds/6ths

2:12 Verse Solo male voice

2:25 Male and female voices—3rds/6ths

2:50 Ending Fade out with accordion
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Renato Borghtetti and Progressive Música Gaúcha
 
AA

Renato Borghtetti is a virtuoso gaita (button accordion) player in Rio Grade do Sul. “Milonga
Para as Missões”  (CD Track 17) is an example of his performance style. After reading the material on
pages 126-128 in the text, answer the following questions, then complete the listening exercise for
“Milonga Para as Missões.”

1. Describe the performance costume of Renato Borghtetti. How does it represent the gaúcho
culture?

2. Approximately when did the gaita come to Rio Grande do Sul? Which immigrant group
brought this instrument to the region?

3. Milongas, a traditional song that is an antecedent of the tango, originated in which South
American countries?

4. When are the earliest milongas identified and approximately when was it revived by
traditionalist composers?

5. The traditional accompaniment pattern (Below) for the milonga is also found in which other
genres?

6.     Lightly tap or clap this rhythm as it occurs in sections of CD Track 17.

Listening to “Milonga Para as Missões”  (CD Track 17)

AA

1. Before listening to CD Track 17, practice clapping the traditional milonga accompaniment pattern.
While listen, lightly tap this pattern where it occurs in the selection.

2. Before listening to CD Track 17, review the simplified transcription provided by the author
(Figure 5.4 in the text and Overhead 5.2 in the Supplementary Materials), familiarizing yourself
with the A and B sections of the composition.

3. Using the digital counter on your listening device, identify when musical events in “Milonga Para
as Missões” occur. For the sample Listening Guide, these events are identified as Introduction, A,
B (as identified in transcription), and Post-B, the section of the transcription occurring after the
section ending for Section B. The tempo is quite fast on this example, so identifying these points
may take several listenings. Remember, the digital counter readings may differ from device to
device.

4. For each event, describe what occurs musically including instrumentation, tempos, variations on
the transcribed melody, and any other factor distinguishing one repetition of the section from
another.

5. Discuss student responses and descriptions.

A sample listening guide is given below with some examples of what response may include. 
Remember, these examples are not detailed descriptions and students should be encouraged to include
substantially more information.
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HANDOUT 5.6
“Milonga Para as Missões” Listening Guide

Timing Event Description
0:00 Introduction Improvisatory style with guitar, button accordion; arpeggios,

chords, brief motifs
0:36 Measure 1 of

transcription
As notated ; measure two is more extended on recording

0:43 A Percussion accompaniment added

0:59 B

1:13 Post-B

1:21 A Adds brass background at 1:26

1:35 B

1:49 Post-B Interlude is extended

1:59 A Much different from notation—mostly brass section lead

2:15 B

2:29 Post-B Brass lead beginning at 2:35

2:43 A Return to less complex-more like section at 1:21

2:57 B

3:13 Post-B Very abbreviated-ends with chord and fall in brass


